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New Penta 500 bar machine
The first of a batch of the new Penta 27/500
pumps was assembled onto a skid chassis and
powered by a four-cylinder diesel engine. The five
piston pump is extremely smooth, no pulsation
being felt. With potential orders for several more
of these units in the pipeline, the Penta range
seems set to become a winner.

HTP4000B Airless spray paint unit
The HTP4000 is an airless electric piston pump designed
for high quality spray performance of 2.5l/min at 210 bar.
It has a single phase motor (direct current and variable
speed) which controls the piston pump. The motor is
electronically controlled and the gearbox is built to
be very strong and quiet. Airless spraying allows
faster atomization and reduces the over
spray, saving paint and mess. The
unique automatic system of the
HTP4000 ensures that the pump
stops when the paint runs
out or if there are any
failure with the hoses
or fittings. This unit
is ideal for the
construction,
building, and
carpentry
industries. If
fitted with an
air-mix gun,
it provides
the speed
advantages
of airless
spraying with
the finish of
conventional
spraypainting.

Ivan of Leekham takes delivery of his new Penta
35/350 bar electric unit.

“ Think highly of yourself because the world takes you at your own estimate “

Versatile, durable and affordable
safety shower solutions
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U-Type Safety Shower
The U-Type shower is designed to incorporate multiple fullcone nozzles to
ensure that the user is completely drenched from all sides. This is
particularly useful in more dangerous situations where instant all round
drenching is required.

Material Breakdown
Pipe
Nozzles
Ball Valve
Eyewash Bowl
Eyewash Nozzles
Inlet

Stainless Steel
Chrome Plated Brass
Brass
Stainless Steel
Chrome Plated Brass
3/4“

Specifications
Overall Height mm
Base Plate mm
Number of Nozzles

2100
600x600
13

Eyewash Bowls

Closed

Stand alone eyewash units are also available. They are used for
flushing foreign objects or chemical quickly from the eyes using a
soft foaming nozzle system. The model pictured is the foot
operated version, however a wall mount, lever operated version
is also available. They are constructed from stainless making
them extremely durable.
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